
The District of Squamish is reviewing and 
developing options for short-term rentals 
(STRs) which include rentals listed on 
Airbnb, VRBO and other similar online 
platforms.

Early engagement began in October 2018 
with a community survey to collect input 
on perspectives and preferences for 
short-term rentals.

Now in Phase 2, the District is 
developing and assessing alternative 
regulatory options and their 
implications for further consultation.

www.squamish.ca/shorttermrentals
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NOW!

Moving forward based on community 
input and best practices in STR 
regulation, the District is developing a 
balanced regulatory approach aimed at 
advancing the following key goals and 
outcomes to:

o Protect the long-term rental housing 
supply 

o Support locals’ residential housing 
needs and options

o Manage STR impacts on 
neighbourhood livability (regulation + 
active enforcement)

o Support tourism
o Ensure visitor accommodations meet 

health and safety standards 
o Actively monitor STR and re-

evaluate/adjust regulations over time
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http://www.squamish.ca/shorttermrentals


A District of Squamish online survey (October 2018) highlighted the community’s 
varied perceptions about STRs and their impacts, as well as preferences for 
different regulatory approaches. Over 550 responses were received; 94% from 
full-time residents. One hundred (100) self-identified local short-term rental 
hosts also participated.
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Continued Short-Term Rentals Growth
o # of Rental Units: The local STR market continues to grow. The 

number of unique STR units have increased by roughly 100 rentals 
per year since 2016. There are currently 438 unique STR units 
(unregistered / unpermitted by municipal zoning).

o Geographic Location: STRs span the entire community and are 
located in every neighbourhood.

o Home Type: 77% of Squamish STRs involve rental of the entire home, 
while 23% of listings rent as a partial home/room(s).

o Rental Type: Single-unit dwellings make up 66% of rentals by type, 
and remaining 33% are multi-unit listings. 

o Rental Period/Frequency: The vast majority of STRs (97%) are listed 
for a minimum of 7 nights or less, while only 1% specify a minimum 
stay of 30 nights or more.
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Set a max # of units per geographic area?
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STR Licence Requirements

1 unit per property/title

Shared/Partial Unit or Entire Unit Rentals

Owner or Renter
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Key Regulatory Aspects:
• Eligible for STR if it is in your home, your suite or your investment unit
• Allowed in any unit type
• One STR unit per property
• Need to meet parking requirement

Possible Implications: 
• Falls on the more permissive end of the spectrum, which could translate into 

a lower level of regulation and higher compliance/less need for enforcement. 
Allows the widest variety of STR operators to participate and earn 
supplemental income, including investors or non-residents, and would likely 
result in a larger supply of STRs compared to the other two options. Would 
likely have greatest impact on long-term rental supply.

Where else is this approach generally used: 
• Cumberland, Sechelt, Nelson (Nelson also uses a variety of caps to restrict)
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Key Regulatory Aspects:
• Eligible for STR if it is in your home or your suite (i.e. you must live on the 

property)
• NOT allowed in investment units / second homes / vacation homes   
• One STR unit per property (i.e. can be in main house or secondary suite, but 

not both)
• Need to meet parking requirement 

Possible Implications: 
• Falls in the middle of the regulatory spectrum. More flexible than Option C as 

it allows for STR of suites and coach houses, which may in turn impact long-
term rental supply. More restrictive than Option A as it prohibits investment 
units, which could support long-term rental supply, potentially countering the 
impacts of allowing suites and coach houses.

Where else is this approach generally used: 
• Pemberton (no townhouse or apartment STRs allowed), Tofino



Key Regulatory Aspects:
• Eligible for STR only if is in your home (i.e. you must live in the unit) 
• NOT allowed in investment residences
• Only allowed in your suite if you live in it 
• Q2 asks ‘Should STRs be allowed in suites and coach houses?’ This would be regulating 

through unit type, not just through residency. Consider this question in relation to the role 
that these housing types play in the District’s supply of long-term rentals. Option C could be 
further refined to not allow suites and coach houses at all, even if the operator lives there. 

Possible Implications: 
• Option C is the least flexible of the three options, and falls on the more restrictive end of 

the spectrum, which could translate into lower compliance and the need for higher 
enforcement. It restricts the type of STR operators who would qualify to those that live in 
their units and excludes investors which would likely result in a smaller supply of STRs, but 
may also be most supportive approach in regards to maintaining the District’s long-term 
rental supply. 

Where else is this approach generally used: 
• Suites allowed (if primary residence where operator lives): Vancouver, Victoria, Powell River
• Suites NOT allowed (even if operator lives in it): Golden, Rossland, Fernie, Kelowna
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Apartment
• Bachelor / Studio – 1 space / unit + Visitor

• 1 Bedroom – 1.25 space / unit + Visitor

• 2 Bedrooms – 1.75 spaces / unit + Visitor

• 3 Bedrooms – 2 spaces / unit + Visitor

Single Unit or Two Unit Dwelling
• 2 spaces per dwelling unit

• +1 additional space for Secondary Suite

Townhouse
• 1 Bedroom – 1.25 space / unit + Visitor

• 2 Bedrooms – 1.75 spaces / unit + Visitor

• 3 Bedrooms – 2 spaces / unit + Visitor

Single Unit  + Accessory Unit (Coach House)
• 2 spaces per dwelling unit

• + 1 space for Accessory Dwelling Unit+

+

Single Unit w/ Bed & Breakfast
• 2 spaces per dwelling unit

• +1 space for each bedroom used for bed and 
breakfast (2-bed max) over and above the 
requirements for the dwelling unit

+

SUITE

COACH 
HOUSE

2-BED     
B & B

Hotel / Motel or Tourist Accommodation
• 1 space per accommodation unit






